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The new fantasy action RPG game introduces a new setting, Elden Ring, and new action elements
with a brand new design philosophy. Elden Ring is an open-world action RPG that places players in a
massive world with a wide variety of situations, such as underground dungeons and wide-open fields.

Furthermore, the characters are characters with their unique personalities, and the battles are
exciting and action-packed. As you guide your character, please enjoy a deep narrative, new

combat, and an extraordinary world in which you cannot but feel gripped to the story. ■ ABOUT THE
GAME SYSTEM There are three types of skills: Light, Medium and Heavy. Light skills are used to move
objects, trade items, gather materials and level up. Medium skills are used to attack monsters, craft

materials, upgrade skills and use items. Heavy skills are used to attack monsters and monsters,
increase stats, and more. Every skill uses different attack techniques. Especially, when obtaining a

skill in the Eluvium, you will be able to use an attack technique that does not exist in your class.
After obtaining a skill, use it frequently and make many attacks. When you attack a monster, a

gauge bar will appear. Charge your gauge with the skill level and use the skill in the gauge to deal
massive damage to enemies. When a skill attacks an enemy, it will perform multi hits. This makes it
possible to attack enemies with skills that deal damage several times. The use of the various skills
greatly change the action. The development of a new character will be exciting. ■ OVERVIEW OF

THE VENUSIA’S IMPACT ◆ A Game Entirely Different from the Main Series! The main series
“VAMPIRES REFLECTION” will be released on September 27, 2018. However, in Elden Ring, the

players can advance the story as they wish and enjoy a new story in a different setting. ◆ 12 Original
Locations, Which Revolve Around the Elden Ring A wide variety of maps, with new background music

and NPCs, and even new dungeons. The maps are fully compatible, so even if you play Elden Ring
and “Vampires” series, you can always enjoy the game. ◆ Online Battles

Features Key:
A Total of 6 Classes
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Elden Knight: relies on physical ability and high-level battle techniques to bring down wild
beasts to create great damage.
Elden Wizard: uses magic attacks and battle spells to increase the damage of physical
attacks.
Elden Elf: calls upon the power of the forest in battle, using it to unleash natural magic.
Elden Dancer: summons the power of dance to obliterate enemies with rhythm.
Elden Rancher: applies a ferocious physical attack to wild beasts and plants.
Elden Mage: launches magical orbs to create traps.

7 Elden Rings

Planar Grip
Knowledge and Word
Vocal Earth
Bright Fire
Class Act
Elden Magic Ward
Perfected Body

Epic Story Told in Fragments

A story that includes the trials of two characters, and the adventure of the Lands Between
that they have to overcome together.
Hidden Character Arc
Shadow Battle

Mixed Races

Race: Elden
Class: Knight
Race: Blood Elf
Class: Wizard
Race: Human
Class: Elf
Race: Gnome
Class: Ranger
Race: Half-Elf
Class: Soldier
Race: Dwarf
Class: Sneak
Race: Bug
Class: Dancer
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Elden Ring For Windows (Final 2022)

I am a high-school student who just finished basic training. Saya ※ *I will talk about the contents of
the "I am" part later. Kawaii-ni-kun! ※ Kawaii-ni-kun! I am a high-school student who just finished
basic training. Epic Battle Battle System All-Scale-Controller Square graphics ※ This game features
controls that are geared toward a large display. Epic Battles ※ Each of the players in Epic Battles will
have an action gauge which will fill up during combat. Out of combat, the action gauges will be
reduced. Action Gauge ※ The action gauges are used to perform actions in the game. The higher
your action gauge, the faster you will be able to perform actions. We have given a thought on how to
balance the action gauge since it would be unbalanced to have the action gauge increase even
during non-combat situations. Enhanced equipment special effects ※ It will be possible to enhance
weapons, armor, and accessories with special effects. Not only can the special effects be used as a
countermeasure against enemies, but they will also add additional functionality to weapons. You can
shoot various types of items by equipping items with the skills indicated. The number of items you
can equip at a time is limited. As you equip items, the effectiveness of the weapons will gradually
increase. Once all of your weapons will be equipped, one weapon will be locked. The effects of items
will be degraded if you equip other items. Epic Battles will be reflected in the Main Story ※ The Main
Story, quests, side quests, and Multiplayer, can be combined to form an enormous story. It is
possible to easily access the main story even if you are in Multiplayer and the conversation will be
expanded. You can also make a character who is going to the main story or multiplayer first. You can
access the epic battles if you clear a certain number of side quests. Enhancement function of items
will increase if the items are used
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What's new:

Here are only a few items from the Life and Politics section.
Lost in A Labyrinth of Trees "The light of this forest belongs to
beasts. Get out!"  

After a large group of players goes missing from a game area,
the environment around the area rapidly changes in an instant. 
Although several monsters come out from a dense forest, no
bad feeling occurs at the moment, and a few brave players rush
in to eliminate the monsters before they hurt anyone. 
However, when the first blood is shed, the abominable
forest changes its shape as if the are responding and several
spinning circles of death appear, appearing in an array of
different shapes and sizes depending on their strength and
order.

The first blood drawn is the first wild blood drawn on the
Virtues, Stars, and Elden to create GBA exclusive special items
by hunting monsters and creatures. 

Meanwhile, players in the arena are requesting a party and the
Quest Master of the Virtue is respectfully declining. 

All of a sudden, a lion that is majestically drawn in blood
starts attacking the small number of players that are outside
the forest, scattering beyond the forest, and finally chasing
into the arena that has now become a battleground. 

While hunting the lion with swords and large spear, a medius
stab the lion in its side.  A great shout of "W...I's back!" is
drawn at this moment. 

With confidence growing, the lion rushes into the arena with its
bloody body, and stops in front of the idol of the Virtue,
showering snow on it.  Th...
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Visit game link download link below: *If you are using windows xp and above, please select either
32-bit or 64-bit version, depending on your computer system. *If you are using windows xp, please
ensure you have the latest service pack installed. Visit game link download link below: *If you are
using windows xp and above, please select either 32-bit or 64-bit version, depending on your
computer system. *If you are using windows xp, please ensure you have the latest service pack
installed. Visit game link download link below: *If you are using windows xp and above, please select
either 32-bit or 64-bit version, depending on your computer system. *If you are using windows xp,
please ensure you have the latest service pack installed. Visit game link download link below: *If you
are using windows xp and above, please select either 32-bit or 64-bit version, depending on your
computer system. *If you are using windows xp, please ensure you have the latest service pack
installed. Visit game link download link below: *If you are using windows xp and above, please select
either 32-bit or 64-bit version, depending on your computer system. *If you are using windows xp,
please ensure you have the latest service pack installed. Visit game link download link below: *If you
are using windows xp and above, please select either 32-bit or 64-bit version, depending on your
computer system. *If you are using windows xp, please ensure you have the latest service pack
installed. Visit game link download link below: *If you are using windows xp and above, please select
either 32-bit or 64-bit version, depending on your computer system.
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About Freedom-1 :

Freedom-1 is a completely new and distinctive style of RPG, which
has been developed with an artistic angle and an outstanding
concept of narration as the centerpiece. 

Freedom-1 is a Fantasy Action RPG with a unique epic storyline. The
main character,"Tarnished",has been separated from his family and
the lands of the Elden Ring since birth. He sets out in search of his
old village, and as he travels, he once again finds himself embroiled
in the unfolding war between the Empire of Elden and the cruel race
of monsters known as the 'Orcs'. He also discovers that his village is
on a hiding place where two beings, the 'Witch and the Fairy', keep
a peace treaty for the element of fire. Disowned and cast out by his
family, Tarnished begins his quest to destroy the orc race for the
land of the Elden Ring.

 Freedom-1 is rated 16
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Platinum Icon Overview By reaching the first star for every server, players can gain a special icon for
their legend. Transfering this icon to other servers (or World servers) will allow players to transfer
their legend to that server. Details Only one icon can be acquired per Platinum Legend server. Icon
amount is limited to 4 icons. The icon count on the icon board is updated and added every 3 days.
Icon count will be counted on the chart, not on the icon board. Icon
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